New force field for calcium binding sites in annexin-membrane complexes.
For accurate classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the calcium mediated bound complexes of annexin and membrane we have developed new force-field parameters correctly describing the interaction of the Ca ion with its environment. We have used quantum chemical calculations to investigate the potential energy surface experienced by the Ca ion within the three different binding sites found in domain 1 of annexin V (ANX V/1). Based on these calculations we were able to quantify the charge polarization of atoms within the binding sites, and to determine the geometry and force constants of harmonic restraints between the Ca ion and its coordinating oxygen atoms. Harmonic restraints were introduced to compensate for the deviations between the quantum mechanical potential energy surface and that of the classical force field. Our analysis has shown that using the refined force field for the Ca binding sites enables long-time MD simulations that conserve the initial structure of ANX V/1 significantly better than MD simulations using the standard force field.